[A]

GATHERING

DATA
Students conducted hands on labs in science classes to supplement
lectures and other forms of learning

[B]

SIZE AND SCALE Freshman Nathan Bao erases part of his group’s diagram,
which explains the metabolic processes in plants, after receiving feedback
from Biology teacher Lora Lerner. As practice for the Cell Biology Unit
Exam, students drew arrows connecting smaller scale concepts, like
cell transport, to bigger picture concepts of photosynthesis and
transpiration. Photo by Mukta Uparkar

TRANSGENDER DAY OF

REMEMBRANCE

Carefully scanning her experiment
to check for evidence of diffusion,
freshman Kestrel Nguyen successfully
finishes up her osmosis lab in Biology.
In freshman Biology classes, different
interactive learning activities like labs
and simulations are conducted while
learning corresponding concepts.
Nguyen finds that labs help her grasp
abstract content much more easily
than other methods of learning like
class lectures or problem sets.
“[Labs] make [class] more
interesting [because] I'm more of
a hands-on learner, so theoretical
lessons don't really work for me,”
Nguyen said. “[Labs] let me see the
entire process as a whole, [and]
see how different things affect the
process, and gives me a better idea of
what actually happens when different
things occur.”
In other science classes, like
AP Physics 1, inquiry labs are
implemented in order to verify
concepts that students have already
learned and been tested on. Junior
Mulyn Kim finds that for her learning

[C]

[D]

A member of GSA advocated for observing Transgender Day of Remembrance and
what allies can do to help

Trans people are the backbone of the LGBTQ
community [because] they are the reason that
cisgender members of the [LGBTQ] community
have the privileges [they have]. It's also important
because trans people are the most marginalized
community out of all the letters in the LGBTQ
acronym. [Their] life expectancy is far below the
national average and isn't getting better.”
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[E]

[C] CONCENTRATION Junior Joshua Au cleans the burette
by running an acid through it during a titration lab in his
AP Chemistry class. Running an acid through the burette
is a preventative measure used to decrease error because
it ensures that there is no other liquid stuck inside the
burette. Photo by Mukta Uparkar
[D] WATCHING FOR THE END POINT Junior Suhani
Vakhariya opens the burette clamp and titrates
hydrochloric acid against sodium hydroxide, carefully
watching for the solution to turn a pale pink. For most
students, it was their first time conducting a titration, so
they ended up with a dark pink solution, indicating that they
went past their end point. Photo by Mukta Uparkar

HOW CAN NON-TRANSGENDER PEOPLE
OBSERVE TRANSGENDER DAY OF
REMEMBRANCE?

Show up for us [through] trans allyship [from]
day to day. [So], if you overhear someone making
transphobic remarks, call them out. Don't stay
friends with people [who] put other trans people in
danger. Stick up for us and for our safety.”

SERENA MILLER (12)

[A] FINDING THE PURPOSE Senior Marissa Jensen
observes the different weights while planning for her
inquiry lab in AP Physics 1. In AP Physics 1, inquiry labs are
conducted after test days, to gather data supporting the
equations and relationships that they had learned and been
tested on. Photo by Mukta Uparkar
[B] CHALKIN' IT UP Freshmen Sonika Wagner and
Aradhana Sekar write with chalk markers on their tables,
as they work together on their group’s plant processes
diagram. The aim of this activity was for students to work
together as a group and help each other prepare for their
upcoming test. Photo by Mukta Uparkar

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO OBSERVE
TRANSGENDER DAY OF REMEMBRANCE?

A MOMENT OF SILENCE Seniors Dominic Wang and
Serena Miller hold up Gender and Sexuality Alliance's (GSA)
poster at the vigil for Transgender Day of Remembrance in
the Academic Quad on Nov. 19. During the vigil, the names
of transgender people who have been murdered in the
past year were read out and paper roses were handed out.
A moment of silence was held after to honor the lost lives.
Photo by Mukta Uparkar

style, these types of labs much more
useful than traditional labs, which
are conducted while students are still
learning content.
“I learned better when I'm
reading a textbook or doing practice
problems,” Kim said. “[Inquiry labs
are] helpful because instead of just
seeing a formula that's given to you,
you [learn] how scientists could have
actually come to that [formula].”
Junior Joshitha Suresh, an AP
Biology student and an Honors
Chemistry teacher’s assistant, realizes
the importance of activities like
labs, after watching current Honors
Chemistry students do labs that she
was not able to do last year because
of distance learning.
“Labs give [a] more in depth
way to understand because [it’s an]
observ[able] way to supplement
what you read,” Suresh said. “I’m a
TA, so I'm watching these kids do all
these [experiments] that [are] really
interesting that I didn’t [get] to do.”

[D]

[E] FIRST OBSERVE Juniors Jia Desai, Anjali Sharma and
Aashna Patel discuss their observations about the growth
of the yeast in their petri dishes in AP Biology. Most labs in
their class are conducted as a group, which allows students
to collaborate and learn from each other while reinforcing
key concepts. Photo by Mukta Uparkar

WHERE WE

STAND
AP
PHYS
ICS C

We always do [labs] in
the beginning of the
unit [so that we] can
find patterns in [our]
data. [In] the textbook,
they just give it to you
[but we] actually find it
experimentally."

KYLE ZHAO (12)

AP
BIO
LOGY

The point of labs [is to]
understand lab procedure
and learn [concepts].
Labs [also] give a more in
depth way to understand
things."

JOSHITHA
SURESH (11)

AP
PHYS
ICS 1

We have inquiry labs
after our exams where
we test a formula to
verify the formula that
was given to us in the
previous unit."

MULYN KIM (11)

BIO
LOGY

[Labs] give me a better
idea of what actually
happens when
different things occur.
Labs are much more
suited to other types of
learning [styles]."

KESTREL
NGUYEN (9)
WINTER
EXPERIMENTS & LABS
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